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Android 4.4 is below 25% after almost a year; iOS 8 is over 50% after just one week; and, now we're getting some unofficial statistics on Windows Phone 8.1, which has been being rolled out much slower than previous WP updates. The latest information says that Windows Phone 8.1 is on just under 40% of devices less
than two months after launch. Oddly enough, the Windows Phone 8.1 update seems to lose vigor. The launch essentially began in early August and had reached 24.4% of the devices in the first month. In the following month, he was only able to get up to 39.1%. Even so, WP 8.1 is expected to surpass Windows Phone
8.0 in October, which is currently down to 45.7% of the market. Impressive (or unfortunately), Windows Phone 7 is still strong at 15.2%. That's all according to data collected by AdDuplex. The other part of the data is what equals the same-as-always for Windows Phone, which is that Nokia devices are absolutely
dominating the ecosystem, and to be precise, it really is the low-end Nokia. The Nokia 520 is by far the most popular phone worldwide at 30.6% of devices, while here in the US, the Nokia 520 and 521 combine to make up 46.2% of Windows Phones in the wild. Source: AdDuplex via WPCentral SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
NEWSLETTER! Home House &amp; Components Parts of House SidingTimeComplexityCost Ready to replace old sketched windows with new energy-efficient units? We will show you the two easiest ways to pull out the old windows and put new ones, and there is no need to tear the internal moldings or disturb the
exterior trim and cladding to do so. CaulkFiberglassMinimal Foam ExpansionShimsIn this article, we will show you step by step how to remove the old band from double hanging windows and mount a new band kit or a spare wooden or vinyl insert inside your existing window jamb. Even a beginner can do it. Read on to
find out how to replace windows. Both the band replacement kit and the replacement wood or vinyl insert mount inside your existing window stypole, in the place occupied by the old band. Both enter the space between the external stop, called a blind stop, and the removable internal stop (see Fig. A). The band
replacement kit is designed to replace the band only in double hanging windows. Replacement wood or vinyl inserts, on the other hand, are independent units with their own stypus and band, and can, therefore, have slipped into almost any type of window jamb. They are available as double hanging, sliding or casement-
style windows. Both types of replacement window must be installed in a solid, rot-free rotting. Inspect the window frame for signs of water damage. Pay special attention to the windows windows windows. Probe with a screwdriveer to discover hidden weaknesses. La normale esposizione alla pioggia e alla neve spesso fa
marcire le parti esposte di davanzali mal mantenuti o le sezioni inferiori dell'assetto esterno. An experienced carpenter can usually repair these areas with sections of wood or you can use an epossidy repair system. Rot along the top or inside of the windows, including the window jamb, is harder to repair and often
signals a larger problem. Don't mess with repairs when installing Windows. Plan to tear up the entire window and install a new one. HandymanFigure A family will help you understand the parts of a window. Measure very carefully before placing an order, no matter what type you install. There's nothing worse than finding
out that your non-returnable, custom-sized window doesn't fit. If your house was built before about 1940, you will probably have double hanging windows with band weights and ropes like those shown in this article. Newer double city windows may have springs or stipo phots, but once removed, the replacement windows
in the old process of the house are the same. Handyman FamilySi can replace windows in a few hours each, but first, you need to get accurate measurements to order new ones. It is easy to measure the width and rough opening height once the wood cut is removed. But many do-it-yourself from outside make the
mistake of not getting a precise measurement of depth. If the window frame does not sit flush with the wall, you will have to flat and sand the window frame or thicken the jamb depth with fur strips. This turns a relatively easy job into an all-day deal. Then take your time and use a ruler to get the right depth. Measure the
width between the side jams at the top, center, and bottom, and record the smallest size. Measure up to the jamb, not the blind stop or the parting stop (see Fig. A). It now measures the height from the upper stypus to the windows opportunity (see Fig. A). Measure both sides and center and record the smallest
measurement. Finally, determine the angle of the sinzale and specify this when ordering a band replacement kit to make sure the jamb scones fit tightly into the sinzal. This step is not necessary to order replacement wooden or vinyl inserts. Your goal is to buy a window that fits inside that opening. If you don't, you'll need
to make the opening smaller or, worse, zoom in on the opening to fit the new window. And this also means reworking all the external surfaces of finishes, cladding and inner wall. Take all these numbers with you when you go shopping and know that you can tailor the odd size if there are no stock sizes suitable for your
opening. Complete DIY projects like a pro! Subscribe to our newsletter! Do it right, do it yourself! Replacement inserts or replacement kits Both the band replacement kit and the replacement wood or vinyl insert mount inside your existing window stypole, in the place occupied by the old band. Both enter the space
between the external stop, called a blind stop, and the removable internal stop (see Fig. A). The band replacement kit is designed to replace the band only in double hanging windows. Replacement wood or vinyl inserts, on the other hand, are independent units with their own styrt and band, and can, therefore, be any
kind of window jam. They are available as double hanging, sliding or casement-style windows. HandymanOption 1 Family: Wooden or Vinyl Replacement InsertsFor a maintenance-free window that does not require any painting or coloring, consider vinyl replacement windows. The replacement window inserts the tilt into
the existing frame and is pre-hung into a frame. Some companies also make a simulated wooden grain interior. Since the replacement wooden or vinyl inserts have their own jamb, they can be installed in window jams that are slightly out of square. Ask your window retailer for help, though, since you'll need to slightly
resize the window to fit it. Shopping for replacement windows is a bit more complicated than buying band kits because the quality of the windows varies greatly and many are only available to contractors. Be sure to inspect and use an actual window work template before ordering. Look closely at details such as the
locking system, weatherstripping, and frame bands and joints. So consider the general aspect. Some windows, like ours, have narrow vinyl band parts that allow for more light and better views than windows with large band frames. HandymanOption 2 family: Double hooked band replacement kitYe you want to keep the
authentic wooden look of old double hanging windows, band replacement kits are the best option. Sash replacement kits are five parts and fit the existing window. You can order bands with grids to match the rest of the windows in the house and paint or stain the wood. (You can choose grids that snap-in or are glued to
glass.) But your old window jamb must be square and rot-free. Measure diagonally. If the diagonal measures differ by more than 1/2 in., the new band does not seal correctly and you should replace the window or use a vinyl replacement window instead. The double-adjective band replacement kits consist of two new
wooden bands, two vinyl phosphates and installation hardware. Features such as low-E energy-efficient glass, simulated split lite and maintenance-free exterior coating are available for an additional fee. Contact the manufacturer for more information about the options and to find out where to order windows in your area.
Installation of replacement inserts in wood or vinylCaution! Houses built before 1978 may contain lead paint. Before disturbing any surface, get a laboratory analysis of paint chips from it. Contact your department of public health to on how to collect the samples and where to send them. DIY lead testing kits are also
available at home centers and hardware stores. Handyman family Starts installing the replacement insert by removing the internal stop, band and parting stop. Pry against a stiff knife to protect the wood. To minimize paint chipping on painted windows, mark the joint between the window frame and stop with a utility knife



before indiscreet the stop. Pull your nails through the back of the stop with a nail nipper or pliers. The arrest of danteggio danteggio usually encrusted with paint and difficult to remove. Use pliers to break the lower section. If the upper band is locked, lever or break the top section of the parting stop with a chisel. If the
windows have spring balances or phots of metal stypus rather than band weights like ours, start by removing the internal stops. Then look for the screws or nails that fix the band hardware and remove them. The goal is to remove all hardware at the safe stops. HandymanSlip family the new window insert in place to
make sure it fits. You don't have to worry about dinging up the jam and window not because they will be covered. If the window has a band weight cavity, fill it with insulation. Then remove the window insert and place a polyurethane window pearl and caulk door along the inside of the blind stop and the back of the
window stool. Handyman familyResw the bottom of the replacement window on the windowsill and tilt the window into place against the blind stop. If the window includes a head expander, place it first over the stypus. Press the narrow window against the caulked blind stop. Handyman family Your replacement wood or
vinyl insert will be slightly smaller than opening the window jamb to allow shimming. The key to a window that runs smoothly and seals properly is to get the frame perfectly square and the sides straight. Secure the window freely in the frame with partially operated screws in the lower left and upper right corners. Don't be
afraid to remove screws and adjust the window in the opening if necessary. Handyman familyClose and lock the band. Measure diagonally on the new window. Slide the shim behind the screw holes in the four corners and adjust them until the diagonal measurements from opposite angles are the same. Screw drive
through the screw holes in the upper left and lower right. Handyman family In addition to checking the window by measuring the diagonals, open and close the bands to make sure that the cisezze and bottoms are parallel with the top sill and jam and that the upper and lower bands are parallel to each other where they
meet in the middle. Hold a layer against the side stylus and slide the wooden shim behind each remaining screw hole until the side constipation of the window is straight. Adhere to all screws and check to make sure the bands slide easily and align perfectly where they meet in the middle. Be careful; over-indexing of the
vines could deform the vinyl jamb. Cut the shim with a sharp knife. Handyman familyConstitute the internal stops and nail them in place with 4d finish nails. HandymanStuff family fiberglass insulation in the vacuum under the of the new vinyl window. Measure the size of the space and cut the vinyl filling strip to fit. Use a
sharp, straight knife or tin cuts to cut vinyl. Press the filler in place. HandymanCaulk family the joint between the new window and the blind stop and between the windowsill and the filling strip using caulk window and door. Installation Installation Sash KitsThe hardest part of replacing the band is tearing up the old
window. You need to leverage from the stop (carefully for reuse) and from the parting stop (which you can discard). You can nail or screw the new clips so you were in place. We chose screws because driving nails can be difficult in old window stylings. HandymanAlign family the edge of a heavy piece of paper with the
window stop and fold the bottom to match the corner of the windowsill. HandymanLay family a goniometer on the folded paper to determine the angle. Then measure the inner height and width of the window frame. Use these sizes to order the band replacement kit. Handyman familyRemove the bottom band and cut the
band strings. If the window has timestripping or hardware other than band cables, lever out or unscrew these to remove the band. HandymanPull family or lift the parting stop from the groove into the window frame and discard it. Remove the upper band, cut the band strings and remove the weight pulleys of the band.
Remove the band weight cover and weights. Fill the cavity with fiberglass insulation. Handyman FamilyI can nail or screw the new fosquadra clips into place. We chose screws because driving nails can be difficult in old window stylings. Screw the jamb lining clips with the screws of the head of pan no. 6 x 3/4-in. Place
clips about 4 in. from above and below and distribute the remaining clips evenly between them. Be sure to leave a space of 1/16-in between clips and blind stop to allow space for the focace to cram. HandymanSnap jamb family phobic over metal clips after installation of band stops and gaskets according to the
instructions included in the window. Align the seal in cram style so that the outer edge fits the blind stop and metal clips. If the cram coating has a flap of vinyl facing outwards, make sure it rests above the blind stop. Press decisively on each location of the clip until you hear or hear the liner snap the clips. HandymanSlip
family the new parting stop in the groove in the upper jam with the weathered edge facing outwards. Drill 1/16-in. pilot holes and nail the stop in place with three 4d finishing nails. Replace the internal wooden stops on the sides and top of the window and nail them in place with 4d finishing nails. HandymanSlide family
the band lifts up to about 10 in. of the window windowsill. Press down firmly with a flat-bladed screwdriver. Slightly rotate the screwdriver horizontally to slide the elevators. Then twist again horizontally to involve the in their new positions. Warning: Release the pressure slowly to make sure the clips are engaged before
completely removing the screwdriveer. Handy family Keep the upper band with the outside facing up and metal cams away from you. Tilt the band a little and align the metal beads with the slots in the coating to cram closer to the outside. Make sure the breasts are above the elevators in the band. Tilt the band and press
outwards on the jamb phocle as you snap the top of the band in among the jam phots. Slide the band down until the metal cams contact the elevators in the band. Repeat the process on the bottom band. If you have trouble pushing in the band after tilting upwards, try working with one side at a time. How do you decide
whether to repair or replace old windows? Check out these frequently asked questions about buying new windows. Windows.
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